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Column for total weight of product
Posted by Manuxx - 30 Nov 2013 11:39
_____________________________________

Hi guys

We just bought the latest version which looks really nice and seems to solve somee little bugs in
previous ones.

As a suggestion, if you could include the total &quot;weight&quot; of the product.

That would be number of products * kg.

This information is really useful for companies in the food-fruit industry.

In our case we use that table to send information to our warehouse, therefore theyy know the quantity of
each product.

You can see what i mean in this image:

s30.postimg.org/dafq3eyjl/sales_analytics_weight_product.jpg

Currently we calculate the kg per product in excel.

Don't know if this could be included in the same report I show you or you could create a different one in
the products Tab report.

We call this summary of products or products overview.

Actually the only thing we require in this report is:
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Product | Number of articles | Weight

Anyway asking is free, and we are really happy with this extensions, we use it in a daily base and saves
us hours of work, our farmers always have a product summary to check.

Regards

============================================================================

Re: Column for total weight of product
Posted by latitudweb - 30 Nov 2013 13:17
_____________________________________

Hi Manuxx,

Thank you very much for the feedback.

I'm glad to know Sales Analytics helps you with your business. That's the main point.

About your request, maybe we can arrange it very soon.

Kind regards, and thanks again.

============================================================================

Re: Column for total weight of product
Posted by latitudweb - 04 Dec 2013 15:02
_____________________________________

Hi Mannux,

Today we have released Sales Analytics v3.1.1, for it to include the weight parameter you requested for
products reports.
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You can download it from here: analytictools.latitudweb.com/downloads/d...sales-analytics.html

Just uninstall your previous Atend/Sales Analytics versions, and install this new one.

I hope it's useful for you.

Kind regards.

============================================================================

Re: Column for total weight of product
Posted by Manuxx - 04 Dec 2013 15:42
_____________________________________

Wow many thanks.

Yeah it is really useful for us and hopefully for other customers too.

Regards

============================================================================
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